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ABSTRACT 
If loci are randomly  distributed on a physical map,  the density of markers on a  genetic map will be 

inversely proportional  to recombination  rate. First proposed by MARY LYON, we have used this idea to 
estimate  recombination  rates from  the Drosophila melanogusterlinkage map.  These results were compared 
with results of two other studies that estimated  regional  recombination  rates  in D. melanogaster using 
both physical and genetic maps. The  three  methods were largely concordant in identifying large-scale 
genomic  patterns of recombination. The marker density method was then applied to  the Mus musculus 
microsatellite linkage map. The distribution of microsatellites provided evidence for heterogeneity  in 
recombination rates. Centromeric regions for several mouse  chromosomes had significantly greater 
numbers of markers than  expected, suggesting that recombination  rates were lower in these regions. 
In contrast,  most  telomeric  regions contained significantly fewer markers than expected.  This  indicates 
that recombination  rates are elevated at  the telomeres of many mouse  chromosomes and is consistent 
with a  comparison of the genetic and cytogenetic maps  in  these  regions. The density of markers on a 
genetic map may provide a generally useful way to estimate  regional  recombination  rates  in species for 
which genetic, but  not physical, maps are available 

R ECOMBINATION  plays a  central role in genetics, 
yet little is known  of the  rate,  pattern, or regula- 

tion of recombination in higher eukaryotes. On a fine 
scale, data from both mice and  humans indicate that in 
some genes recombination is not  random,  but instead 
occurs in hotspots (e.g., LEBO et al. 1983; STEINMETZ et 
al. 1986; GRIMM et al. 1989; BRYDA et al. 1992). On a 
genomic scale, comparison of the cytogenetic and ge- 
netic maps of Drosophila melanogaster reveals widespread 
variation in rates of recombination among different 
chromosomal regions (LINDSLEY and SANDLER 1977; 
KLIMAN and HEY 1993; KINDAHL 1994; E. C. INDAHL 
and C. F. AQUADRO, unpublished  results). Genome- 
wide variation is observable in D. melanogaster because 
detailed cytogenetic and genetic maps exist for  the 
same set of markers. Variation in recombination rate 
at  the level  of the  genome has not  been investigated as 
extensively  in other species. 

LYON (1976) pointed out that it should be possible 
to infer variation in recombination rates along chromo- 
somes from a genetic map alone if certain conditions 
are met. In  particular, if loci are randomly distributed 
physically and if chiasmata are also randomly located, 
then loci should be randomly distributed on a linkage 
map. However, if chiasmata are  not randomly distrib- 
uted,  but  occur preferentially in certain regions, then 
this should  be reflected in the distribution of loci on a 
linkage map. Regions with  low  levels  of recombination 
should  contain clusters of markers, while regions of 
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high recombination should contain markers that  are 
more widely spaced. 

Using this approach, LYON (1976) documented  that 
the 268 markers then assigned to the laboratory mouse 
genetic map (GREEN 1975) were not randomly distrib- 
uted. Instead, they occurred in clusters, with regions 
containing few markers between clusters, an observa- 
tion interpreted as evidence for variation in recombina- 
tion rates. Although LYON’S approach is attractive be- 
cause of its simplicity and potential applicability to any 
species for which a reasonably detailed genetic map 
exists, it has never been tested. 

Here, LYON’S approach is tested with the D. melanogas- 
ter linkage data. Recombination rates are estimated di- 
rectly from the density of markers across the genetic 
map. These estimates of recombination rate  are  then 
compared with  two different recently published esti- 
mates of regional recombination rates in D. melanogas- 
ter, both of  which  rely on comparisons of the physical 
(cytogenetic) and genetic maps (KLIMAN and HEY 1993; 
KINDAHL, 1994). 

The rapid increase in  linkage data for the laboratory 
mouse, Mus musculus, also makes it possible to greatly 
extend the approach used by LYON. The mouse genome 
is comprised of 19 acrocentric pairs  of autosomes and 
acrocentric X and Y chromosomes. There are several 
distinct genetic maps for the mouse, maintained in  sepa- 
rate databases and generated in different ways. One  (re- 
ferred to here as the gene-based map) is available on- 
line from the Mouse Genome Database  (MGD). This 
map is a composite generated from different crosses  in 
different laboratories, integrated with a set of anchor 
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TABLE 1 

Observed and expected numbers of loci on the  three  major D. melanogaster chromosomes 

Average 
Physical Genetic  recombination No. of markers No. of markers 

Chromosome length  (Mb)  length (cM)  rate (cM/Mb) observed expected“ 

X 21.1 73.1 3.46 869 417.3 
2 40.6 110.0 2.71 624 799.5 
3 47.1 110.9 2.35 573 849.1 

~ ~~ ~~~~ 

“ Expected values are based on  the cytogenetic lengths of each chromosome (LINDSLEY and ZIMM 1992). 
Observed and expected values are significantly different (x‘ = 233.9, d.f. = 2, P < 0.0001). 

loci. The map includes phenotypic mutants, allozyme 
variants, cloned genes, and a variety  of polymorphic mc- 
lecular markers. Initially,  many of the markers were 
placed using two- and three-point crosses  between  labo- 
ratory strains or recombinant inbred strains. Since the 
mid 198O’s, however,  many markers have been placed 
using interspecific backcrosses  involving M. spretus 
(AVNER el al. 1988; COPELAND andJENwNs 1991). A large 
framework  of  loci for this gene-based map has been gen- 
erated  at Frederick, Maryland from crosses of (C57BL/ 
6J X M. sprptus) F1 X C57BL/6J  mice (COPELAND et al. 
1993). In this cross, female Fls are backcrossed  to  male 
C57BL/6J M. musculus mice  since  male Fls are sterile. 
Thus, only female meioses contribute to recombina- 
tional distances. Markers situated from these  crosses are 
placed on  the composite map using anchor loci. 

Another mouse genetic  map (DIETRICH et al. 1992, 
1994) was derived from simple sequence  length poly- 
morphisms (SSLP) or microsatellites (referred to here 
as the microsatellite map)  and is available on-line as 
the  “Whitehead  Institute/MIT  Genome  Center  genetic 
map of the mouse.” Random clones containing  the 
repeat  sequence ( C A ) , ,  were screened by oligonucleo- 
tide hybridization to a small-insert mouse genomic li- 
brary. A small number of additional microsatellites were 
identified from known gene sequences. PCR primers 
for microsatellites were designed to  lie in single-copy 
sequence  surrounding  the variable dinucleotide re- 
peats. The  map was constructed using a single (OB 
X CAST) F2 intercross and thus reflects sex-averaged 
genetic distances from two laboratory strains of M. mus- 
culus. The  current  map contains -6000 markers and 
has a total length of -1400  cM. The gene-based map 
and microsatellite map have been partially integrated 
using a subset of the microsatellites in the Frederick 
interspecific backcross (COPELAND et al. 1993). 

Differences between the gene-based map  and  the mi- 
crosatellite map  are  expected for at least three reasons 
(DIETRICH et al. 1992, 1994; COPELAND et al. 1993). First, 
recombinational distances are  often  different in male 
and female meioses, with female distances typically, 
though  not always, being  greater (DAVISSON et al. 1989). 
Distances estimated from female backcrosses to M. 
spretus may consequently be different from sex-averaged 
distances measured in intercrosses. Second, it is possi- 

ble that  recombination rates in M. spretus may be differ- 
ent from those in M. musculus for some genomic re- 
gions, although comparisons of markers mapped using 
both  approaches reveal generally good  agreement 
(AVNER et al. 1988).  Third,  the microsatellite map  con- 
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FIGURE 1.-Cumulative distribution of markers  along  the D. 
melanogaster X ,  second, and third chromosomes. The distance 
between successive points on  the x axis is 1/N, where N is the 
total number of markers for the chromosome. The y axis de- 
picts the normalized genetic position for  each  marker. The 
identity line ( x  = y) gives the expectation under a  uniform 
physical distribution and  no heterogeneity in recombination 
rate and is shown for  reference. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
statistic measures the largest deviation of the cumulative distri- 
bution from this line. For each  chromosome, this null hypoth- 
esis (x  = y) is rejected ( P  < 0.01 for each).  Under  the assump- 
tion of uniform physical distribution, the derivative of the 
curve provides an estimate of recombination  rate. 
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FIGURE 2.-Distribution of markers, 
estimated density function,  and esti- 
mated recombination rate  for  the D. 
melanogaster X,  second,  and  third chro- 
mosomes. A, recombination  rates from 
KINDAHL (1994) and E. C. KINDAHL and 
C. F. AQUADRO (unpublished results); 
0, recombination  rates  from K L I M A N  
and HEY (1993). These are average val- 
ues per 2.5-cM interval of the  map. Ho- 
rizontal bars  indicate the regions of the 
estimated density that  are within one 
bandwidth of the  edge of the  chromo- 
some and  that may be biased. 
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sists  mostly  of markers chosen at  random while the 
gene-based map includes markers chosen because of 
interest in a specific gene  or chromosomal region. 
Thus,  the density of markers on the two maps will differ 
for some regions. The microsatellite map is more  appro- 
priate  than  the gene-based map for revealing variation 
in recombination  rate using LYON’S approach since it 
consists  of  many randomly chosen markers mapped in 
a single intraspecific intercross using both males and 
females. Moreover, microsatellites appear to be widely 
and evenly distributed across mammalian genomes 
(WEBER and MAY 1989 and references therein). 

The distribution of interval sizes for the mouse micro- 
satellite map has been described by DIETRICH et al. 
(1994). We take a different approach and attempt to 
estimate the local rate of recombination based on the 
location of markers along  the genetic map under  the 
assumption that markers are uniformly distributed on 
the physical map. Our approach is simple and broadly 
applicable in situations where a genetic map is available 
and  the assumption of uniformity on the physical map 
can be justified. 

MATERIALS  AND METHODS 

D. melanogastec The genetic map of D. rnelanogaster was 
taken from LINDSLEY and ZIMM (1992). Loci assigned to ge- 
netic map positions based solely on  their cytogenetic position 
were excluded. The D. melanogaster genome consists of a  pair 
of sex chromosomes  and  three pairs of autosomes (chromo- 
somes 2, 3 and 4 ) .  The  fourth  chromosome is  very small, does 
not  recombine  and was excluded from  the analysis. There is 
no  recombination in  male  Drosophila so genetic  distances 
reflect  female meioses only. The physical lengths of each  chro- 
mosome (SORSA 1988) were compared with the genetic 

60 

lengths of each chromosome,  and average recombination 
rates per  chromosome were calculated (in  cM/Mb). Observed 
numbers of markers were compared with the  numbers ex- 
pected based on  the physical length of each chromosome. 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic was used to test for unifor- 
mity in the distribution of markers along  the genetic  map. 

The local density of markers  along  each chromosome was 
estimated using a kernel density estimator (SILVERMAN 1986) 
with a cosine kernel function  and  10 cM bandwidth. To mini- 
mize edge effects, we used a  reflecting  boundary (SILVERMAN 
1986, p. 30). For a chromosome of  size P in physical units 
(Mb) and size Gin genetic  units (cM), we assume that  there 
is a smooth (differentiable) and monotone function F: [0, pl ”* 
[0 ,  that maps physical locations along  the chromosomes 
onto genetic locations. The recombination  rate (in units of 
cM/Mb) is defined to be the derivative of this function, d/dt 
F( t )  . Now suppose that points x, are located uniformly at  ran- 
dom along the physical map. The  corresponding points yz = 
F ( x z )  on  the genetic map will be  distributed on  the interval 
[0 ,  GI with cumulative distribution F” ( t ) .  Thus,  the recombi- 
nation  rate is the reciprocal of the density function of these 
points along  the genetic  map. 

Recombination rates calculated for D. melanogaster were 
compared with the recombination  rates reported by K L I M A N  
and HEY (1993) and KINDAHI. (1994) for  each chromosome. 
KLIMAN and HEY (1993)  estimated  recombination rates from 
plots of genetic position us. physical position for markers on 
each  chromosome.  They generated a curve for each  chromo- 
some by least-squares polynomial curve fitting and estimated 
recombination rate by taking the derivative of the polynomial. 
KINDAHL (1994)  estimated  recombination  rates by comparing 
the genetic and cytogenetic distance between many pairs of 
markers over different genomic regions. Cytogenetic distance 
was converted to distance  in basepairs using the average value 
of 21 kb per polytene band (SORSA 1988). 

M. musculus: The microsatellite map for M. musculus was 
taken from Release 8 of the Whitehead  Institute/MIT genome 
center genetic map of the mouse (1995).  This map includes 
dense coverage of all 19  autosomes and  the X chromosome. 
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As with Drosophila, the  numbers of markers observed per 
chromosome were compared with the  number expected based 
on  the physical length of each  chromosome (EVANS 1989). 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were used to see if the distribution 
of markers on the microsatellite map differs from  a  uniform 
distribution, and density functions were calculated as de- 
scribed above. Because the average density of the mouse map 
is lower than the average density for the fly map  (see RESULTS), 
we used a 15-cM bandwidth to generate density plots. 

We also investigated variation in  recombination  rate near 
centromeres  and telomeres. Observed numbers of markers 
within centromeric  and telomeric IO-cM regions were com- 

pared with expected values under  the null hypothesis of ran- 
dom distribution using chi-square tests of homogeneity. Addi- 
tional  inferences about recombination  rates near telomeres 
in M.  musculus were made from  comparisons of the cytoge- 
netic map  and  the gene-based genetic  map. For each chromo- 
some,  a  marker  in the distal third was chosen that  had been 
mapped genetically and cytogenetically. The  proportion of 
the cytogenetic map  and  the  proportion of the genetic map 
distal to  that marker were calculated. Cytogenetic distances 
were calculated from  measurements of the standard G 
banded idiogram (EVANS 1989). Distances distal to the marker 
included the  entire width of the  Gband to which the  marker 
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FIGURE 3.-Scatterplots of average recomhi- 
nation rate (cm/Mb)  per 2.5-cM interval esti- 
mated hy three different  studies  for  each of 
the  three major D. rnelunoguster chromosomes. 
The identity line (x  = y) is shown for refer- 
ence. Numbers shown are correlation coeffi- 
cients. Estimated densities within one band- 
width of chromosome edges, which may he 
biased, are excluded. 
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was mapped,  and  thus  are overestimates of the  true physical 
distance.  Genetic  distances distal to  the marker  include all 
markers to  the  end of the genetic map of each  chromosome. 
These  are  underestimates of the  true genetic  distance, since 
they depend  on  the location of the most distal marker discov- 
ered. Comparison of these two proportions provides an  un- 
derestimate of the relative recombination  rate at the telomere 
compared to the average rate  for  the chromosome. 

RESULTS 

D. melunogaster: A total of 2068 markers span 294 
cM,  giving an average density of 7.03 markers per cM. 
Average recombination rates are similar for  the second 
and third  chromosomes and  are slightly  lower than  the 
average for  the  Xchromosome  (Table 1). The  numbers 
of markers observed on  the  three major chromosomes 
(X, 2, and 3) differ significantly from the  numbers ex- 
pected based on  the cytogenetic length of each  chromo- 
some ( P <  0.001) (Table 1). This is due to an overrepre- 
sentation of markers on  the  Xchromosome relative to 
the  autosomes and can be accounted  for by the  greater 
attention  that  researchers have paid to  the  X because 
of its simplified genetics. The distributions of markers 
on  the linkage map  for  each of the  three D. melanogaster 
chromosomes differ from  random  expectations  (Figure 
l ) ,  indicating significant clustering of  loci on  the ge- 
netic map. 

The  number of markers, density function, and esti- 
mated  recombination rates for  each D. rnelanogaster 
chromosome  are shown in Figure 2. Each chromosome 
contains one major region in which  loci are clustered. 
For the  metacentric chromosomes 2 and 3, these clus- 
ters are  found  at  the  centromeres,  and for the acrocen- 
tric Xchromosome,  the cluster is found  at  the  telomere. 
Comparison of these major clusters with estimates of 
recombination rates for these same regions from KLI- 

MAN and HEY (1993) and JSINDAHL (1994) shows that 
major clusters correspond to regions of  lowest recombi- 
nation, as proposed by LYON (1976).  In  addition to the 
concordance in regions of  severely reduced recombina- 
tion,  the  three  methods  are  concordant  in identifying 
some but  not all  of the smaller variations in recombina- 
tion rate. Discrepancies among  the  three  approaches 
are most evident at  the  ends of the chromosomes, 
where experimental biases and biases due to the density 
estimation technique  are  expected. 

Scatterplots comparing  recombination rates esti- 
mated using the  different  approaches  are shown in Fig- 
ure 3. In general,  the best concordance  among  the 
three  methods is seen for  the  third  chromosome, and 
the  poorest  concordance is seen for  the  Xchromosome. 

M. musculus: A total of 5731 markers on  the 19 au- 
tosomes and  the X chromosome cover 1396 cM,  giving 
an average density of 4.1 1 markers per cM.  Average 
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TABLE 2 

Observed and expected numbers of loci on the 20 M. musculus chromosomes 

Average 
Physical Genetic recombination No. of markers No. of markers 

Chromosome  length  (Mb)  length (cM) rate  (cM/Mb)  observed  expected" 

1 216.0 115.6 0.54 458 412.6 
2 208.5 97.3 0.47 452 398.3 
3 179.7 68.5 0.38  312 343.3 
4 176.7 73.4 0.42  305 337.6 
5 170.4 84.6 0.50  370 325.5 
6 165.9 64.1 0.39 332 316.9 
7 155.7 69.6 0.45 322 297.4 
8 149.1 70.6 0.47 315 284.8 
9 143.7 69.1 0.48 299 274.5 

10 142.2 74.2  0.52 267  271.6 
11 141.6 83.2 0.59 327  270.5 
12 146.4 59.8 0.41 250  279.7 
13 131.4 59.2 0.45 282  251.0 
14 133.8 64.3  0.48 238  255.6 
15 121.5 63.2 0.52 245  232.1 
16 114.3 55.0  0.48 198 218.4 
17 115.8 51.9 0.45 240  221.2 
18 1 16.4 40.4 0.35 213 222.4 
19 81.9 59.1 0.72 111 156.5 
X 186.9 72.8  0.39 195 357.0 

" Expected values are based on the  cytogenetic lengths of each chromosome (EVANS 1989). Observed and 
expected values are  significantly  different (x' = 82.73, d.f. = 19, P = 0.0001). 

recombination rates for  the  different mouse chromo- 
somes are similar, with chromosome 18 showing the 
lowest rate (0.35 cm/Mb) and chromosome  19showing 
the highest rate (0.72 cm/Mb)  (Table 2).  The  numbers 
of markers observed per  chromosome  for  the microsa- 
tellite map differ significantly from the values expected 
based on  the physical length of each chromosome  but 
do  not differ significantly if chromosome 19 and the X 
chromosome  are  excluded, as  previously noted (DIE- 
TRICH et al. 1992, 1994).  It  remains  unclear why the X 
chromosome has about half the expected number of 
microsatellites, although it may reflect either  a lower 
density of (CA) ,, repeats on  the X or a lower  level  of 
polymorphism on  the X ,  since only polymorphic mark- 
ers  are  mapped  (DIETRICH et al. 1992, 1994).  The distri- 
bution of markers on each of the 20 M. musculus chro- 
mosomes differ from  random expectations (Figure 4), 
indicating significant heterogeneity in the  distribution 
of markers along  the linkage map. This clustering is 
also observed in an analysis of the  order of crossovers 
and markers in the microsatellite mapping  data (DIE- 
TRICH et al. 1994). 

The  number of markers and density function  for 
each M. musculus chromosome  are shown in Figure 5. 
The 20 acrocentric mouse chromosomes  are shown 
with the  centromeres on the left and  the telomeres on 
the right. Heterogeneity in recombination  rate can be 
seen for most mouse chromosomes, although clear pat- 
terns, such as seen for  the D. melanogaster second and 
third  chromosomes,  are not evident in the mouse. In 

general, clusters of markers tend to fall somewhere in 
the middle of chromosomes,  rather  than  at  the  ends, 
consistent with LYON'S earlier findings. 

Telomeric regions in 12 of the 20 chromosomes con- 
tain  significantly  fewer markers than expected under a 
random distribution (Table 3). Of the  remaining  eight 
chromosomes, seven  show a  trend  in  the same direction 
( i e . ,  observed  values  less than expected values). These 
data suggest that recombination rates may be elevated 
at many or most mouse telomeres. To  further explore 
this observation, a comparison of the gene-based map 
and cytogenetic map  near telomeres is shown in Table 
4. For  most (but  not all) chromosomes, the cytogenetic 
length is smaller than  the genetic length  near telomeres, 
consistent with  elevated recombination rates in these 
regions. Chromosomes 10,  14, and 18 (Table 4)  do  not 
show  this pattern. This may reflect bias in the calcula- 
tions, which underestimate genetic distance and overes- 
timate physical distance (see MATERIALS AND METHODS), 
or it may reflect real differences among individual chro- 
mosomes. None of these three chromosomes showed 
significantly different numbers of markers in telomeric 
regions than  expected, and chromosome I8 is the single 
autosome for which the observed  value is higher  than 
the expected value (Table 3 ) .  

Centromeric regions do  not show a consistent pattern 
(Table 3 ) ,  although  four  chromosomes showed  signifi- 
cantly greater  numbers of markers than  expected, sug- 
gesting a  reduction  in  recombination  rate in these 
areas. 
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FIGURE 4.-Cumulative distribution of markers along each 
of the M. musculus chromosomes. X axis, normalized rank 
order; Y axis, normalized  genetic  position.  See  legend to Fig- 
ure 1.  Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for each chromosome  reject 
the null  hypothesis of uniform  distribution (E‘ < 0.01 for 
each). 

DISCUSSION 

D. melanogaster: The distribution  of markers along 
the D. melanogaster linkage map suggests variation in 
regional  recombination  rate  that is broadly concordant 
with other studies (LINDSLEY and SANDLER 1977; KLI- 

MAN and HEY 1993; KINDAHL 1994).  In  particular,  the 
regions of  lowest recombination show good  agreement 
between the  three  methods. In addition, some of the 
smaller patterns of variation identified by the  marker 
density method  are also concordant with the  other stud- 
ies. For example,  the  plateau and decline in recombina- 
tion rate on  the X chromosome between positions 40 
and 58 are  identified by all three  methods (Figure 2) .  
There  are several examples of minor variation identi- 
fied by the  marker density method  and by KINDAHL but 
not seen by KLIMAN and HEY. For example, KLIMAN 
and HEY‘S method  does  not identify a high peak in 
recombination  rate  at position 10 on  the X ,  while the 
other two methods do (Figure 2) .  There  are also  small 

patterns of variation identified by only one of the  three 
methods and  not  the others. In general,  the concor- 
dance between estimates from the  marker density 
method  and estimates from the  other two methods is 
similar to the  concordance between estimates from the 
two other methods  compared to each other (Figure 3).  

Some discrepancies among  the  methods  are ob- 
served at  the  ends of chromosomes, particularly where 
gene density is low. The  method used here may be 
biased near  the  chromosome  ends. As the  kernel of the 
density estimator moves beyond the  end of the  chromo- 
some,  there  are no markers and thus  the local density 
of markers may be underestimated and  the estimated 
recombination  rate will be inflated. We have attempted 
to minimize the bias by using a reflecting boundary; 
however, estimates within one bandwidth of the  chro- 
mosome end should be interpreted with some skepti- 
cism. The  method of KINDAHL may also be less accurate 
near  the  chromosome  ends. The calculated coefficient 
of exchange is an average of many comparisons for 
each  band. Because there  are fewer such comparisons 
for  bands  at  the ends of chromosomes,  the SE of the 
estimates are  higher in these regions. Both  of these 
factors may help  account  for  the differences observed 
at  the  centromere of the X and the telomeres of chro- 
mosomes 2 and 3. In  general,  the  experimental  error 
associated with mapping markers near chromosomes 
ends  (where linkage can be detected in one direction 
only) may be greater  than in other regions. 

The smoothness of estimated recombination rates us- 
ing our implementation of LYON’S approach will de- 
pend  on  the choice of bandwidth for  the density estima- 
tor. Larger bandwidths will produce  a  smoother  picture 
and smaller bandwidths will reveal more detail of the 
variation in recombination  rate. Significant local varia- 
tion in recombination  rate is likely to exist in most 
genomes,  but  the  method used here is limited by the 
total number of markers on  the genetic  map. If the 
chosen bandwidth is too small, the density estimates 
will start to reflect random variation and thus density 
estimates are less reliable. The estimates presented  here 
should be viewed  as average recombination rates over 
local regions of the  chromosome approximately equal 
to the bandwidth. The bandwidths (10 cM for Drosoph- 
ila and 15 cM for Mus)  were chosen by a visual  assess- 
ment over a  range of bandwidths. Automated proce- 
dures  for bandwidth selection are available, but  there 
is no general consensus on which is best and  the visual 
method is adequate in most cases (JONES et al. 1995). 

The  method of KLIMAN and HEY, in  which genetic 
position is plotted against physical position for each 
chromosome, is also expected to have a  smoothing ef- 
fect on variation since it is based on fitting a curve to 
the  data. KINDAHL’S method, which is based on a  direct 
comparison of genetic and physical distance for many 
pairs of loci, provides the greatest detail,  but also de- 
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FICUKE 5.-Distribution of markers and estimated density functions for each of the 20 M. musculus chromosomes. X axis is 
the genetic map position (cM). All chromosomes are acrocentric with centromeres  at  the left and telomeres  at the right. 
Horizontal bars as in Figure 2.  

pends heavily on  the availability  of pairs of markers for 
each genomic  region. 

One of the early concerns with LYON'S method was 
that  the observed variation in  the  distribution of mark- 
ers  on a linkage map may reflect either  a  nonrandom 
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subset of genetic markers from the  genome (e.g., some- 
thing  about how we discover markers leads to cluster- 
ing)  or a  nonrandom physical distribution of markers. 
If either of these were  very common,  then  the distribu- 
tion of markers would not  be expected to accurately 
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TABLE 3 

Observed and expected numbers of markers in centromeric and telomeric  regions 

Centromeric Regions  Telomeric Regions 

Chromosome  Observed  Expected X Z  Observed  Expected X 2  

1 33 39.6  1.20 21  39.6 9.59 
2 46 46.5  0.01 16 46.5 22.26 
3 31 45.5  5.41 30  45.5 6.20 
4 40 41.6 0.07 22  41.6 10.66 
5 44 43.7  0.00 33 43.7 2.99 
6 85 51.8  25.21 15 51.8 30.97 
7 40 46.2  0.97 32  46.2 5.12 
8 52 44.6 1.43 25 44.6 10.06 
9 46 43.3 0.20 15 43.3 21.62 

10 41 36.0 0.80 26  36.0 3.21 
11 40 39.3 0.01 31  39.3 2.00 
12 53 41.8  3.60 21 41.8 12.44 
13 68 47.7  10.40 13 47.7 30.35 
14 52 37.0  7.20 29  37.0 2.05 
15 22 38.8 8.64 31 38.8 1.85 
16 34 36.0  0.14 25  36.0 4.09 
1 7  76 46.3 23.61 36  46.3 2.82 
18 46 52.8 1.16 56 52.8 0.26 
19 17 18.8 0.21 6 18.8 10.47 
X 24 26.8 0.34 20 26.8 1.99 

Observed  values are counted  directly from the  data  and  do  not rely on the  kernel  density  estimator;  these 
values are  thus  free of the  potential bias at chromosomes  ends in Figure 5. Expected values are based  on the 
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null  hypothesis of uniform'distribution. 

reflect differences in levels  of recombination. For exam- 
ple,  a physical cluster of markers would lead to an un- 
derestimation of recombination  rate using LYON'S ap- 
proach. Because of the broad  concordance seen among 
the  three  methods,  these alternative hypotheses can be 
ruled out as general explanations. 

M. musculus: Three  general observations character- 
ize the mouse density plots. First, most clusters of mark- 
ers  tend to fall somewhere in  the middle of the  chromo- 
somes rather  than  at  the  ends.  This observation is 
consistent with  cytological observations of chiasma for- 
mation  during meiosis, which often occurs at the  ends 
of the chromosomes (e.g., POLANI 1972). 

Second, dramatically reduced  recombination  near 
centromeres, such as seen for chromosomes 2 and 3 of 
D. melanogaster (Figure 2),  is not observed in the mouse 
data  (Figure 5). This  could reflect a real difference 
between M. musculus and D. melanogaster but  could also 
be caused by other factors. One possibility  is that re- 
duced  recombination occurs near mouse centromeres, 
but  that  the effect is limited to a small  physical region 
and is therefore  undetected.  Another possibility is that 
centromeric regions of mouse chromosomes may con- 
tain a lower density of markers per physical distance. 
While there is no evidence for dramatically reduced 
recombination at all mouse centromeres,  centromeric 
regions of four  chromosomes  did  contain  greater  than 
expected  numbers of markers, consistent with  lower 
recombination rates in these intervals (Table 3 ) .  In Dro- 

sophila, strong  centromeric suppression of recombina- 
tion is seen only for  the second and third chromosomes, 
which are  metacentric,  but not for the  Xchromosome, 
which is acrocentric.  In  the mouse, all 20 chromosomes 
are  acrocentric, and  none show the  degree of suppres- 
sion seen for  the fly metacentric chromosomes. It is 
possible that,  in  general,  strong  centromeric suppres- 
sion is associated more commonly with metacentric cen- 
tromeres  than with acrocentric  centromeres. Consistent 
with this hypothesis is the observation of reduced re- 
combination around  the metacentric  human  Xchromo- 
some (WEEKS et al. 1995). 

Third, recombination appears elevated near te- 
lomeres of  most mouse chromosomes. This is seen in 
the distribution of microsatellites (Table 3 )  and is sup- 
ported by comparison of the cytogenetic and genetic 
maps for most chromosomes (Table 4) and by cytologi- 
cal observations of chiasmata in meiosis (POIANI 1972). 
Nonetheless, this trend is not seen for all chromosomes 
in Tables 3 and 4, and it is possible that real differences 
exist among chromosomes. LYON (1976) suggested that 
for chromosomes that have two chiasmata on average, 
interference may increase recombination in proximal 
and distal regions, but  for chromosomes with one chi- 
asma on average, recombination may appear  more ran- 
dom. Consistent with this hypothesis, several large c h r e  
mosomes show  similar patterns of clustering, with  fewer 
markers in both proximal and distal regions. Elevated 
rates of recombination near telomeres have  previously 
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TABLE 4 

Comparison of genetic and cytogenetic  map  lengths in 
telomeric  regions of mouse  chromosomes 

Proportion of map 
distal  to  marker (%) 

Chromosome  Marker (cM) Genetic  Cytogenetic 
Position 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
I 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
X 

T190Ca 
T2Wa 
T24H 
TlSn 
Tcfl 
T32H 
T7Ad 
T17H 
Crk 
T12lU 
Apoh 
Ant 
Ti0H 
T6Ca 
Am 
None 

T138Ca 
T18H 
T145H 
D X W a d l  

available 

69 
76 
83 
64 
57 
70 
51 
53 
68 
65 
58 
49 
45 
44 
46 

22 
39 
33 
68 

22 
25 
17 
15 
39 
17 
43 
35 
18 
17 
26 
35 
38 
8 

25 

58 
35 
33 
27 

7 
10 
13 
14 
30 
12 
16 
15 
4 

25 
17 
20 
22 
14 
9 

42 
50 
23 
16 

For each chromosome, a marker was chosen  for  which  reli- 
able  cytogenetic and genetic  positions  are  established.  The 
genetic  distances  distal  to  the  chosen  marker  are  underesti- 
mates  since their  length depends on  the  number of markers 
found  more distally. The cytogenetic  distances  distal to the 
chosen  marker  are  overestimates  since  they  include  the entire 
Gband in  which the  chosen  marker is assigned.  Cytogenetic 
distances are taken  from  measurements of the  standard idio- 
gram of' EVANS (1989). 

been suggested for individual mouse  chromosomes.  For 
example, DISTECHE et al. (1989) and LYON et al. (1987) 
have compared  the physical and genetic  maps of the X 
chromosome  and suggested an increase  in  recombina- 
tion  in the distal portion.  Genetic  data  from  both  male 
and female meioses in  the F2 intercross of two inbred 
mouse  strains suggests that  recombination rates are ele- 
vated near  the  telomere of chromosome 19 (DIETRICH 
et al. 1994).  In  humans, elevated  rates of recombination 
near  telomeres is suggested by the positions of chiasmata 
in  male meioses for all autosomes (LAURIE and HULTEN 
1985) and has been  corroborated  for some  chromo- 
somes by comparison of physical and genetic  maps (e.g., 
chromosome 21) (TANZI et al. 1992).  It is possible that 
increased  recombination  near  telomeres will turn  out 
to be a general  feature of mammalian  genomes.  This 
trend is not seen in D. mlanogasterwhere the recombina- 
tion  rate is strongly reduced  near  the  telomere of the 
X chromosome  and is only moderately  high near  the 
telomeres of chromosomes 2 and 3 (Figure 2).  

The  recombination  rates estimated here  for  the 
mouse  are based on a (OB X CAST) F2 intercross. 

These  rates are  not necessarily representative of other 
mouse crosses or of recombination  rates  in  natural  pop- 
ulations of either M. domesticus or M. musculus. In  fact, 
differences  in  recombination  percentages are  often ob- 
served between the same  set of markers among crosses 
involving different  strains of mice (DAVISSON et al. 1989 
and references  therein). 

The  mean  recombination  rate  in  the mouse  can  be 
estimated by comparing  the total  genetic and physical 
length of the  genome.  The total  genetic  length is 
-1400 cM and  the total  haploid DNA content is -3  X 
10" bp.  This  corresponds to an average genome-wide 
recombination  rate of 0.47 cM/Mb. Within individual 
chromosomes,  recombination  rates vary between  four- 
fold and 10-fold. Regions of  low recombination  are typi- 
cally in the  neighborhood of 0.25 cM/Mb while regions 
of high  recombination  can  reach 2 cM/Mb or more. 
Direct  measurements of the  recombination rates for 
different  regions will be possible over the  next two de- 
cades as physical maps of the  entire  genome  are assem- 
bled as part of the  mouse  genome project. 

Why might  recombination  rates vary in  different ge- 
nomic  regions? On a  fine  scale,  recombination may 
be facilitated by the  presence of particular  sequences, 
including  dinucleotide  repeats (P.R., SLIGHTOM et al. 
1980). However, it is unlikely that this fine-scale varia- 
tion would be  detectable over 15-cM regions. On a 
larger  genomic scale, recombination may be  affected 
by mechanical processes. For  example,  suppression of 
recombination  around  the  centromeres  in Robertson- 
ian  translocation  heterozygotes (e.g., CATTANACH 1978) 
may extend over  large  genomic  regions  (10-40 cM) 
and  appears  to  be  due to mechanical  interference re- 
sulting  in  delayed  pairing (DAWSSON and AKESON 

1993).  Whether  or  not  broad  patterns of recombination 
in  genomes without  structural heterozygosity will de- 
pend  on such  things as the timing of pairing  remains to 
be  seen. CHANDLEV  (1986)  has  proposed that effective 
pairing (as a prerequisite  to  recombination)  depends 
on  the presence of (and is initiated by) early replicating 
sequences  such as those  seen  in  telomeric  regions of 
mammalian  genomes. 

There has been  much  interest recently in relating 
rates of recombination  to levels  of genetic variation 
found  in  natural  populations (e.g., ACUADE et al. 1989; 
BEGUN and AQUADKO 1991, 1992; BERRY et al. 1991; 
NACHMAN and AQUADRO 1993).  Theoretical models 
predict  that levels  of nucleotide diversity will be lower 
in  regions of little or  no recombination,  either  due  to 
the fixation of adaptive  substitutions (MAWARD SMITH 
and HAIGH 1974; KULAN et al. 1989) or  due to  frequent 
selection  against  deleterious alleles (CHARLESWORTH et 
al. 1993). While these  predictions have been largely 
upheld  in D. melanogaster, testing them in other species, 
such as mice,  has been  hampered by our inability to 
document variation  in  regional  recombination  rates. 

Marker density  and  recombination rates: The ge- 
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nome projects for  humans, mice, and a few other organ- 
isms  will provide us with detailed  genetic and physical 
maps over the  next two decades, allowing  us to measure 
variation in recombination rates in  different  genomic 
regions directly. For most organisms, however, physical 
maps will probably never exist. The chief utility of LY- 
ON’S approach is that it provides a  means  for assessing 
patterns of recombination when only a  genetic  map is 
available. Recently, there has been  a  rapid proliferation 
of detailed  genetic maps for new species (e.g., TANKSLEY 
et al. 1992), owing  largely to the ease of isolating highly 
variable molecular markers such as microsatellites. 

When using marker density to evaluate patterns of 
recombination, several  caveats should be kept in mind. 
First, genetic maps based on randomly chosen markers 
are  preferable to maps based on  genes  studied  for  a 
particular biological reason. It is likely that  the  latter 
will contain clusters of markers around particular genes 
of interest. For example,  chromosome I 7  in  the mouse 
contains over  twice the  expected  number of markers 
on the gene-based map  and contains  the well studied 
major histocompatibility complex and the t-complex. It is 
likely, however, that most new genetic maps will be 
based on randomly chosen molecular markers. Second, 
the  choice of bandwidth may have an effect on  the 
observed patterns of recombination.  In choosing the 
appropriate bandwidth for  a  particular  map,  both  the 
average density and  the  degree of clustering should be 
considered.  Broader bandwidths will produce  a  more 
reliable but less detailed  picture of heterogeneity in 
recombination rates. Narrow bandwidths are subject to 
random fluctuations and may exaggerate heterogene- 
ity. Visual comparison of estimates across a  range of 
bandwidths is recommended. 
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